Automobile Design and the Judicial Process
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In recent years courts have developed doctrines and attitudes which have greatly enlarged the liability of manufacturers, sellers and distributors.\(^4\) Caveat emptor is dead. The new watchword is that the cost of the product should bear the blood of the consumer.\(^2\) However, this trend has not extended to automobile manufacturers’ liability for unsafe design of passenger cars. While a number of suits involving unsafe design have been settled,\(^3\) plaintiffs have had little luck on the trial court level.\(^4\) On appeals, plaintiffs are batting zero. The appellate courts have
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2This is a paraphrase of the workmen’s compensation campaign slogan, “the cost of the product should bear the blood of the workman,” attributed to Lloyd George. W. Prosser, Handbook of the Law of Torts 554 & n.3 (3d ed. 1964).

3Forty-seven lawsuits alleging unsafe design of General Motors’ Corvair were settled for $340,000. N.Y. Times, Jan. 12, 1967, at 78, col. 1. A Harvard Law student and his wife obtained a $24,000 settlement for injuries suffered in a Corvair accident. Letter from Justin P. Moreale, Watertown, Mass., to Ralph Nader, Nov. 12, 1966. An early Corvair case was settled for $70,000. R. Nader, Unsafe at Any Speed 4-8 (1965). A settlement of $3,250 was obtained from General Motors in a California case involving a collision between the tail fin of a moving Cadillac and the stomach of the plaintiff, a motorcyclist who rearended the vehicle. Douglas v. General Motors Corp., No. 125 738 (Super. Ct., Orange County, Cal.) In Letter from attorney Stephen I. Zetterberg, counsel for plaintiff, to Ralph Nader, July 6, 1966.

4At least three jury verdicts have been recorded in the defendant’s favor in Corvair cases. Dunn v. General Motors Corp. (D. Okla.), in N.Y. Times, Nov. 21, 1966, at 32, col. 1 (city ed.); Collins v. General Motors Corp. (Super. Ct., Santa Clara County, Cal. 1965), in 14 Defense L.J. 556 (1965); Anderson v. General Motors Corp. Law No. 17013 (6th Jud. 645
yet to reverse a judgment for a manufacturer or affirm a judgment for a plaintiff in a case involving a traffic accident allegedly caused by the unsafe design of an American passenger car.\(^5\)

At the same time, research by engineers, physicians and statisticians has provided strong support for the conclusions that existing vehicle design plays a significant role in accident and injury causation and that feasible, safer alternatives are available to manufacturers.\(^6\) Focusing on the design and performance of the vehicle seems to be the most effective and economically practicable way of attacking the traffic safety problem.\(^7\)

\(^{5}\) See Part II infra.

\(^{6}\) It is not our intention to minimize other aspects of the crusade for traffic safety. Our argument is that it is easier to change the design of future vehicles than to redesign and rebuild the thousands of miles of poor existing highways or to alter the habits of millions of individual drivers.
Furthermore swift and unanimous passage by Congress of the Traffic and Motor Vehicle Safety Act reflected a definite public judgment on the inadequacy of existing design standards.

The apparent failure of the judicial process to deal with the realities of traffic accident causation is underlined by the magnitude of the traffic safety problem and the immensity of the automotive industry. The industry's size should increase its ability to bear and spread losses from unsafe design. In 1965, fourteen automobile and equipment manufacturers had almost 43 billion dollars worth of sales, 6.3 billion dollars in profits before taxes, 3.3 billion dollars in profits after taxes, and 1.9 billion dollars in dividend distributions. During the same year, motor vehicle accidents caused 49,000 deaths, 1.8 million economically disabling injuries, and economic loss assessed at 8.9 billion dollars. The economic loss figure includes lost wages, medical expenses, property damage and insurance overhead. The diversion of police, judicial and administrative services are indirect costs which must also be included in the total economic loss. These costs to society, however, do not affect the economic viability of automobile manufacturing. Highway transport differs from rail, sea and air transport in not being dominated by carriers to whom the cost of and responsibility for injuries may be shifted.

It is possible to think of private sources of pressure which would effectively stimulate automotive safety design. However, self-regulation by the auto industry has so far not materialized. There have long been safety organizations, but their effectiveness and independence from the
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11 National Safety Council, Accident Facts 40 (1966). From the first death by auto up to the end of 1965, more than 1.5 million people have been killed in automobile accidents in the United States. Id. 63. The toll for 1966 includes 52,500 deaths, 1.9 million disabling injuries, and $9.8 billion in economic loss. Denver Post, Feb. 15, 1967, at 6, col. 6.
12 National Safety Council, supra note 12, at 5.
13 Record peaks for both motor vehicle sales and motor vehicle deaths were reached in 1965. See Automobile Manufacturers Ass'n, Automobile Facts and Figures 3 (1966); National Safety Council, supra note 12, at 59. Recoveries against the manufacturers for unsafe design do not seem to have assumed proportions which would bring about any significant economic impact. See notes 3-4 supra. Damage suits for defective construction have been more successful, but statistics on amounts recovered are unavailable. See generally C. Gillam, Products Liability in the Automobile Industry (1960).
industry is questionable. Private consumer organizations play a very limited role in publicizing safety design or the lack thereof. The differentiation of auto insurance rates based upon vehicle-model accident experience might result in increased private pressure for safer models. On balance, however, private pressures on the industry are not as effective as they might be. Reliance upon private pressures alone seems unrealistic.

The judicial process would seem to be an effective instrument for shifting to the automobile industry the cost of accidents caused by unsafe design. But in the context of highway transport the principal role of the courts has been to adjudicate claims between users of the system. The rapidly growing capability for safer vehicles suggests that the time has come for the law to require the use of such technology for public safety. Yet the judicial process has failed to react alertly to these possibilities for increased safety. Ex facto ius oritur, though a most viable precept for a technical society capable of rapid technical change, has largely been ignored.

It is the purpose of this Article to examine the past and potential interaction between automobile design and the judicial process. In evaluating the performance of the courts we shall consider both the reasons stated in decisions denying recovery and the factors underlying those decisions. We shall also consider the impact of the new federal statute. It is our contention that, far from preempting the courts from rendering public judgments on design, this legislation provides new roles for courts and new tools for litigants in design liability suits.
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18 See Schanberg, State May Base Insurance Rates on Auto's Safety, N.Y. Times, March 5, 1966, at 1, col. 3.
19 This article will be confined to the damage suit for unsafe design. There are other ways in which unsafe design may play a role in litigation. In People v. Clink (Mun. Ct., City of Muskegon Heights, Mich., March 23, 1966), the court found that the testimony of defendant's expert witness that the 1963 Corvair which defendant was driving had a dangerously designed suspension system causing it to go out of control was a far more convincing explanation of the accident in question than the charge that defendant had driven negligently. The prosecution's evidence was held insufficient to bind defendant over for trial.
20 Antitrust proceedings have been initiated against the automobile manufacturers, who have been charged with conspiring to suppress the development of anti-exhaust devices. See Wall Street Journal, June 22, 1966, at 5, col. 2.
22 "The law arises out of the fact."
THE LEGAL FRAMEWORK

In the last decade, tort law "action" has been in the area of enterprise liability. The grounds on which manufacturers will be found liable have been expanded from negligence to breach of implied warranty and strict tort liability. Most jurisdictions now implement the policy of recognizing the manufacturer as a superior risk-bearer by placing upon him, rather than upon the injured consumer, the economic burden of harm resulting from defective products. The consumer may recover from the manufacturer on the above theories, and on the bases of deceit and breach of express warranty. These theories will be discussed in their application to design cases.

The negligence action may be based on (1) negligent construction, (2) negligent design, and (3) failure to warn. The design of a product incorporates standards of construction and performance set by the manufacturer. Negligent construction involves deviations from these standards which are generally classified as construction defects. In negligent design cases, the plaintiff is asking the court to find that the manufacturer's standard falls below what should be the legal standard in terms of safety. The failure-to-warn theory is available when a manufacturer who knows or should know of a defect in his product fails adequately to warn those who might foreseeably suffer because of it.

Strict liability, according to the Second Restatement of Torts, is based on harm caused by a "product in a defective condition unreasonably dangerous to the user or consumer." The adjective "defective" seems to be superfluous, since it is presumably intended to mean "unreasonably dangerous." Justice Traynor of the Supreme Court of California has
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26 See authorities cited note 1 supra.
28 See generally 2 Frumer & Friedman § 16.04(4).
29 See generally 1 id. § 6.
31 See generally 1 Frumer & Friedman § 8; Noel, supra note 30.
32 Restatement (Second) of Torts § 402(A) (1965).
written that a defective product is "one that fails to meet the average quality of like products."

Under this definition, the line beyond which a product becomes "defective" is drawn by the industry. Yet it is settled that the standard of due care is not set by industry practices. There appears to be no reason why industry standards should determine the actionable quality of goods. Dean Page Keeton, in his first detailed treatment of the concept of "defect," limits his discussion to miscarriages in the manufacturing process and instances in which harm results from ingredients which the manufacturer knew were present in products such as drugs, cosmetics and tobacco. In a subsequent article, Dean Keeton recognizes that the design of a product may be unreasonably dangerous and hence justify the imposition of strict tort liability. Thus, in design cases the plaintiff must show that the particular injury-causing condition of the product made the product unreasonably dangerous.

The negligence theory has been extended to permit recovery by anyone who might reasonably be expected to be within the risk created by the product's defect. Whether warranty or strict liability theories will be extended to injured bystanders is uncertain. If the basic reason

36 See P. Keeton, supra note 33.
38 See Comment, Products Liability—The Expansion of Fraud, Negligence, and Strict Tort Liability, 64 Mich. L. Rev. 1350, 1372 (1966). One conceptual problem in design cases derives from the use of the word "defect." It is generally held that the manufacturer is liable for negligence resulting in a construction or design defect. See C. Gilliam, supra note 14. In strict liability or warranty, the manufacturer is liable for a defect in manufacture or design. See Traynor, supra note 34. The term clearly applies to equipment malfunctions which cause harm. Therefore, it causes no difficulty in the negligent construction cases. But the normal definition of the term must be strained to include mistakes on the drawing board. Indeed, one commentator argues that the interpretation of the term "defect" has restricted liability in design cases to instances of "palpable inadequacies in the strength or functioning of certain parts . . . The breakage of parts due to insufficiently substantial design seems, to the courts, more like a 'defect.'" C. Gilliam, supra note 14, at 107. The range of design hazards, however, goes far beyond mere breakage. See Noel, supra note 30; Part II infra. It may therefore be more appropriate to refer to "design deficiencies," "design hazards," or merely "unsafe design." This problem may not develop under theories of strict tort liability, since several early cases allowing recovery under this theory involved defective design. See Greenman v. Yuba Power Prods., Inc., 59 Cal. 2d 57, 377 P.2d 897, 27 Cal. Rptr. 697 (1963); Wright v. Massey-Harris, Inc., 68 Ill. App. 2d 70, 215 N.E.2d 465 (1966); Schipper v. Levitt & Sons, Inc., 44 N.J. 70, 207 A.2d 314 (1965).
behind the development of strict liability is loss allocation, then the bystander should be able to recover, since he is in no better position to assume the burden of loss than is the consumer.\textsuperscript{41}

Defenses available to the manufacturer vary somewhat with the nature of the action. Contributory negligence is, of course, available to the manufacturer as a defense to an action based upon negligence. This defense is generally inapplicable when plaintiff proceeds against the manufacturer under the theory of breach of warranty.\textsuperscript{42} For example, when the plaintiff purchased a car in reliance upon the manufacturer's representations that it had been built for safety and had a seamless roof, he recovered for breach of express warranty when the car overturned and he injured his head on the jagged, steel, nonseamless roof, even though the plaintiff's negligence was the sole cause of the accident.\textsuperscript{43} It is too early to determine whether contributory fault will be a defense to an action based upon strict tort liability. The New Jersey Supreme Court has allowed the defense,\textsuperscript{44} while the Restatement would abolish the defense in a strict tort action.\textsuperscript{45} The commentators seem to favor the Restatement approach.\textsuperscript{46}

Assumption of the risk is a valid defense under any of the various theories which the plaintiff might use.\textsuperscript{47} The defense may also claim that plaintiff's harm resulted from an abnormal, unintended use of the product.\textsuperscript{48}

\section*{II

\textbf{THE FACTUAL CONTEXT}}

Studies, steadily accumulating since 1950, have directed attention to the strategic role of vehicle design in all phases of the accident-injury

\textsuperscript{41} See Note, \textit{Strict Products Liability and the Bystander}, 64 Colum. L. Rev. 916 (1964).

\textsuperscript{42} Compare Brown v. Chapman, 304 F.2d 149 (9th Cir. 1962), and Simmons v. Wichita Coca-Cola Bottling Co., 181 Kan. 35, 309 P.2d 633 (1957) (defense inapplicable), with Dallison v. Sears, Roebuck & Co., 313 F.2d 343 (10th Cir. 1962), and Nelson v. Anderson, 245 Minn. 445, 72 N.W.2d 861 (1955) (defense allowed), and 2 \textsc{Frumer & Friedman} § 16.01(3).


\textsuperscript{45} Restatement (Second) of Torts § 402(A), comment n (1965).

\textsuperscript{46} See 2 \textsc{Frumer & Friedman} § 16(A)(5)(f); Comment, \textit{Products Liability—The Expansion of Fraud, Negligence, and Strict Tort Liability}, 64 Mich. L. Rev. 1350, 1383-86 (1966).


\textsuperscript{48} See Prosser, \textit{The Fall of the Citadel}, 50 Minn. L. Rev. 791, 824 (1966).
syndrome. These phases include the control of the vehicle, the impact of occupants with the passenger compartment, collisions with pedestrians, and vehicle-induced and postaccident hazards resulting from maintenance and ordinary use of the car. All of these phases include engineering opportunities for reducing accident risk and for guarding against the accident-inducing deficiencies of road, driver and vehicle. Given the data available from such studies, the manufacturer’s highest objectives should be based on a fundamental principle of safety engineering: to anticipate every type of accident which may result from machine or human failure and then to minimize both the risk of failure and the injuries which may be sustained when failure occurs. Implicit in this principle is the goal of designing the machine to adapt to human capacities, limitations and failures.

In recent years, technological innovation has become increasingly less speculative and more subject to the control of conscious policymaking. The prevalence of innovation control was recently emphasized by a leading automobile executive:

Invention can be predicted with a fair degree of accuracy and it can be scheduled. In the automotive industry, our technology has advanced to the stage that our engineers can invent practically on demand. Almost any device we can dream up, the engineers can make.


The Cornell studies, for example, which were based on specific reporting of injury cause in vehicle crashes in many areas of the United States, began in 1954 to rank specific vehicle features, such as the steering assembly, instrument panel, door locks and windshields, as injury-causing factors in collisions. Campbell, Twelve Years of Automotive Crash Injury Research, in TRAUMA AND THE AUTOMOBILE 1 (Curran & Chayet eds. 1966).


An interesting example of the results which policy shifts can yield is a recent news item relating how industry engineers had documented the first instance of a life saved by a collapsible steering column on a 1967 car. Denver Post, Nov. 9, 1966, at 14, col. 2. It is instructive to speculate on the development of vehicle design if these same engineers had been put to work documenting deaths due to noncollapsible steering columns.

Address by Donald Frey, Vice President, Ford Motor Company, National Industrial Research Conference, Purdue University, January 2, 1966. This optimism is reinforced by the conclusion of a recent study of the feasibility of a safety passenger vehicle: “It is feasible for a combination of features to be chosen for a broad usage safety car that could reduce occupant injuries and fatalities by more than one half with approximately the same degree of complexity and cost found in present day full-size low-price cars.”
Thus it is apparent that there is a considerable gap between promise and performance in the field of automotive design. The development of legal theory in products liability suits seems to give the courts the opportunity to render meaningful public judgments on this gap. The reaction of the courts to this opportunity and challenge is a subject which requires detailed exploration.

III
THE DECISION

A. Duty

Delineation of a legal standard presupposes the existence of a legal duty which creates a relationship between the manufacturer and those members of the general public who may be injured in auto accidents. At common law it is the function of the trial judge to determine whether a duty exists. The courts have long held that the auto manufacturer is under a duty to use reasonable care to build vehicles which are free of construction defects. But three decades ago, in Dillingham v. Chevrolet Motor Company, a federal district court refused to recognize that in producing a vehicle brake system an auto manufacturer had any duty beyond building it with due care in accordance with the design conceived by the company's engineers. The court stated:

[W]e find that the specific act of negligence alleged is the improper designing and construction of the brakes. There is no allegation that any portion of the brakes was defective or that material was used in the construction of the brakes which would make their use dangerous. This can only amount to a conclusion of the pleader that he knows more about the construction of an automobile than the manufacturer.

Perhaps it is true that, "Time has clearly passed this case by." The courts now almost uniformly recognize that a manufacturer of consumer goods is bound by some sort of legal duty with respect to design, and


See Part I supra.

See generally 2 Restatement (Second) of Torts § 328(B) (1965); Green, The Duty Problem in Negligence Cases, 28 Colum. L. Rev. 1014 (1928).

See cases cited note 40 supra; C. Gillam, supra note 14, at 110-42.


Id. at 618.

1 FRUMER & FRIEDMAN § 7.01(1) n.4.

See Noel, Recent Trends in Manufacturers' Negligence as to Design, Instructions or Warnings, 19 Sw. L.J. 43 (1965); Noel, Manufacturers' Negligence of Design or Directions for Use of a Product, 71 Yale L.J. 816 (1962). For the one dubious exception to this principle, see text accompanying notes 76-79 infra.
the auto industry has not been singled out for immunity from this principle. However, a duty with respect to design which is defined in terms so narrow as to eliminate virtually any possibility of finding breach of duty differs little from a judicial determination that no duty exists.

Applying the language of the Restatement\(^\text{62}\) to the concept of auto design, one may begin with the proposition that the manufacturer is under a duty to use reasonable care in the design of a vehicle which, if not carefully designed, will create an unreasonable risk of harm during its intended, foreseeable use. Several decisions in cases not involving passenger cars have held manufacturers liable under this principle.\(^\text{63}\) Yet these opinions do not elaborate on the meaning of "reasonable care."

A limitation on the duty of reasonable care in design is seen in the common statement that the defendant is not required to produce a safer car or to provide the safest design features possible.\(^\text{64}\) Such declarations often buttress a holding that as a matter of law the defendant's duty did not extend to providing the particular design feature which the plaintiff claimed reasonable care demanded. It is ironic that while these courts have absolved the auto manufacturers from a legal duty to improve the design of vehicles, industry representatives themselves publicly acknowledge this responsibility.\(^\text{65}\) In addition, the implication that the improved design which would have prevented the accident constituted the most advanced protection possible or made the vehicle accident proof is totally irrelevant. To determine whether the defendant's conduct was substandard, the court should weigh the possibility and gravity of harm against the economic burden the defendant would have had to assume in order to avoid the risk of harm.\(^\text{66}\) Careful balancing of these factors,

\(^{62}\) "A manufacturer is required to exercise reasonable care in manufacturing any article which, if carelessly manufactured, is likely to cause harm to those who use it in the manner for which it is manufactured." Restatement (Second) of Torts § 395, comment f (1965).


\(^{65}\) The president of General Motors has stated: "We recognize that the increasing movement of people and goods by motor vehicles contributes naturally to a higher possibility of accidents. This imposes new responsibilities on all of us. Automobile manufacturers must continue to seek all possible ways in which the built-in protection for car occupants can be improved." Hearings on the Federal Role in Traffic Safety Before the Subcomm. on Executive Reorganization of the Senate Comm. on Government Operations, 89th Cong., 1st Sess., pt. 2, at 667 (1965).

\(^{66}\) See Noel, Manufacturers' Negligence of Design or Directions for Use of a Product, 71 Yale L.J. 816, 847 (1962).
rather than judicial fiat, would provide a proper basis for deciding whether a manufacturer exercised reasonable care.

B. The Second Collision

A recent decision from the Seventh Circuit aptly illustrates both the judicial tendency to define in narrow terms the auto manufacturer's duty and some of the failings of that tendency. The case merits careful consideration for its treatment of the "second collision," in which the unsafe design feature allegedly causes or worsens an injury rather than precipitates an accident. In *Evans v. General Motors Corporation* the court upheld the trial judge's dismissal of the plaintiff's complaint alleging that the defendant had been negligent, or had breached an implied warranty, or was strictly liable in tort in designing a Chevrolet station wagon with an "X" frame without side frame protection. The plaintiff's husband had been killed when another vehicle collided with the left side of the station wagon. The court stated:

A manufacturer is not under a duty to make his automobile accident-proof or fool-proof; nor must he render the vehicle "more" safe where the danger to be avoided is obvious to all. . . . Perhaps it would be desirable to require manufacturers to construct automobiles in which it would be safe to collide, but that would be a legislative function, not an aspect of judicial interpretation of existing law.

The decision is vulnerable on a number of grounds.

First, the court stated that a manufacturer is under no duty to protect against obvious design hazards, citing *Campo v. Scofield*. This proposition has been applied in one previous auto design decision in which the plaintiff unsuccessfully contended that the manufacturer negligently failed to warn that the rear door of the vehicle was hinged toward the back and negligently designed the rear door and rear window handles in such a way that in appearance they were virtually identical. The court found for the defendant on the ground that the danger was

---

68 Id. at 824.
69 A criticism relating to the court's declaration that collisions, though foreseeable, are not part of the intended use of an automobile is developed infra at Part III(E). The decision has so far received a "bad press." See Notes, 16 DePaul L. Rev. 261 (1966); 80 Harv. L. Rev. 688 (1967); 4 Houston L. Rev. 311 (1965); 42 Notre Dame Lawyer 111 (1966); 1966 Utah L. Rev. 698. See also Noel, Manufacturers' Liability for Negligence, 35 Tenn. L. Rev. 444, 450-51 (1966); P. Keeton, Book Review, 42 Notre Dame Lawyer 594, 597 (1967). But see Note, 25 Cornell L.Q. 444 (1967). On the other hand, the case has been followed in Willis v. Chrysler Corp., 264 F. Supp. 1010 (S.D. Tex. 1967); Schemel v. General Motors Corp., 261 F. Supp. 134 (S.D. Ind. 1966). Both cases are discussed supra note 4.
70 301 N.Y. 468, 95 N.E.2d 802 (1950).
The defenses of contributory negligence and assumption of risk would seem to obviate the need to limit the manufacturer’s duty to latent design deficiencies. In fact, in an early design case involving doors hinged at the rear a judgment for the manufacturer was affirmed on the ground that the sole cause of the accident was the plaintiff’s negligence. The controlling issue in these cases should be whether or not the risk was unreasonable, not whether it was latent or patent.

The most glaring weakness of the opinion in *Evans*, however, is the failure of the majority to grasp the central issue. The real question is not whether the manufacturer’s duty is to provide an “accident proof” or “foolproof” car, or to make it “safe to collide.” Rather, as the dissent points out, the duty is “to use such care in designing its automobiles that reasonable protection is given purchasers against death and injury from accidents which are expected and foreseeable yet unavoidable by the purchaser despite careful use.” A refusal to accept the dissent’s characterization of the duty question would set the development of the common law of auto design back thirty years.

The straw man set up by the defendant and adopted by the *Evans* court—*i.e.*, the question whether an auto manufacturer has a duty to equip cars with pontoons since they may be driven into bodies of water—may be easily resolved by finding as a matter of law that it is unreasonable to require the manufacturer to provide for every conceivable use or misuse of a car. Moreover, it is patently absurd for a court to equate the probability of collisions with the remote possibility of excursions into bodies of water and to hold that the manufacturer has no duty to provide any protection against either.

It is difficult to imagine why a manufacturer should not be obliged to use due care to protect against the risk of a second collision. Three decisions have faced the problem of the second collision forthrightly, but none involves a passenger car with an allegedly unsafe design feature. In *Zahn v. Ford Motor Company*, a construction defect case, the plaintiff was a passenger in one of the defendant’s vehicles when the driver suddenly slammed on the brakes. The plaintiff was held liable for this construction defect. During the trial

---

72 Amason v. Ford Motor Co., 80 F.2d 265 (5th Cir. 1935).
73 See 1 TRUMER & FREIDMAN § 7.02; Noel, Manufacturers’ Negligence of Design or Directions for Use of a Product, 71 YALE L.J. 816, 837-41 (1962).
74 359 F.2d at 827.
76 359 F.2d at 825.
77 See note 12 supra.
78 265 F.2d 729 (8th Cir. 1959).
the defendant's quality control manager gave a noteworthy description of the manufacturer's duty to construct vehicles which do not present an unreasonable risk of harm due to second collisions:

We are conscious of the types of use of the automobile by the general American public. Whether it is dangerous to have sharp objects in the dash of the car would depend upon what the part was to be used for. I know that . . . children constantly ride in the front seat of these cars. I would imagine there would be occasions when brakes are applied suddenly and children and other persons are thrown forward in cars. . . . That is why it is important that there be nothing there that would cause injury if such occurrences take place.79

*Railway Express Agency, Incorporated v. Spain*80 involved design, but the defendant was not the manufacturer. Suit was brought against an employer which had furnished its employees with trucks built in accordance with the employer's specifications. The cab of the truck in which the decedent-employee was riding at the time of the accident had been designed in such a way that the driver had to open his door in order to give hand signals. A negligently operated car hit the truck in the rear while the door next to the driver was ajar. The driver was thrown to the pavement and the truck overturned crushing him to death in the second collision. In upholding a jury verdict for the plaintiffs, the court held that the design of the truck constituted a breach of the employer's duty to provide employees with a safe place to work. The employer who designs trucks to be used by employees certainly should be under no greater duty to his employees than the manufacturer who designs vehicles for sale to consumers should be to those who might foreseeably be affected by substandard design.

In *Mortensen v. Southern Pacific Company,*81 the court held that whether or not the defendant railroad's failure to equip its trucks with seat belts was negligence was a jury question. The decedent, an employee of the railroad, was killed when the truck which he was driving was hit from the rear by another vehicle and the driver was thrown out of the cab. A physicist testified that the decedent would not have been killed if he had been restrained in the cab by a seat belt.

Employers may be negligent in not providing seat belts; moreover, the plaintiff's failure to use a seat belt may be characterized as contributory negligence in auto accident cases.82 The seat belt and shoulder harness

---

79 265 F.2d at 732-33 (emphasis by the court).
are safety devices designed to protect vehicle occupants against the second collision. If the courts are to impose upon employers and occupants the duty to take safety measures against the foreseeable risks of the second collision, there is no logical reason why the auto manufacturer should not be under the same obligation.

There is a further analogy between the contributory negligence defense in seat belt cases and design liability for the second collision. The plaintiff's negligence in failing to wear the belt or harness absolves the defendant of liability for those injuries which could have been avoided by the use of the belt. The jury must apportion the damages, so that the defendant will still be liable for the harm which the plaintiff would have suffered even while wearing the belt or harness.

In second collision cases, when the plaintiff sues the manufacturer for injuries caused by unsafe design, he must first establish that the intervening act which produced the accident does not supersede the manufacturer's negligence. It is generally held that intervening acts which are foreseeable do not operate as superseding causes and that the foreseeability of the intervening act renders defendant's conduct negligent with regard to it. Traffic accidents from a wide variety of causes are foreseeable to the auto manufacturer, and the absence or inadequacy of design features which might protect vehicle occupants may be a sufficient reason to hold the manufacturer liable for injuries attributable to unsafe design. Then, damages should be apportioned so that the manufacturer whose negligence caused or aggravated the plaintiff's injuries should be liable only for the harm actually caused by him. The difficulty in apportioning damage awards is illustrated by the following cases:

- See Katz, Liability of Automobile Manufacturers for Unsafe Design of Passenger Cars, 69 Harv. L. Rev. 853, 873 (1956). A jury in a South Carolina auto design case apparently apportioned damages in handing down a $780,000 verdict in favor of a girl who suffered paralyzing back injuries when she was impaled on the steering wheel gear shift lever of the car in which she was riding as a passenger. Mickle v. Blackmon, 8 A.T.L.A. News Letter 99 (6th Jud. Cir. Ct., York County, S.C. 1965). Although forty per cent of the total award ($312,000) was assessed against the Ford Motor Co. for negligent design of the vehicle and sixty per cent ($468,000) against the construction company whose negligence produced the accident, it would seem that the construction company should
tioning damages with exactitude should not; of course, absolve the manufacturer of all liability. 88

The second collision cases suggest that manufacturers' liability for negligent design involves the same questions of the extent of the duty, the foreseeability of the harm, and the apportionment of damages which courts have faced and resolved in other areas. Design cases raise no unique problems precluding liability by manufacturers.

C. To Whom the Duty is Owed

The Second Restatement of Torts would extend liability for negligent manufacture to anyone whom the manufacturer should expect to be endangered by probable use. 89 Persons who would be foreseeably placed in danger by a failure to use due care in the manufacture of an automobile include pedestrians. 90 The Seventh Circuit has recognized that the manufacturer's duty extends to a mechanic who repairs the vehicle and has held that an auto company might be liable for designing a splash shield under the car with a sharp edge which cut plaintiff as he inserted his hand to do some repair work. 91 No appellate decisions have as yet considered whether the duty extends to pedestrians injured in collisions with moving vehicles. 92

Two lower court cases, however, have held that the manufacturer is under no duty to design a car in such a way as to prevent or minimize injuries to pedestrians who collide with the vehicle while parked. In Hatch v. Ford Motor Company 93 a young boy ran into a radiator ornament which pierced his eye. Kahn v. Chrysler Corporation 94 denied re-
covery to a seven-year-old boy who drove his bicycle into a tail fin. Both actions were dismissed by the trial judge on motions on the pleadings. Neither decision rested upon the plaintiff's contributory negligence, a valid defense in an action for negligent design. Both courts found as a matter of law that the manufacturer could not be held to have foreseen that the design of the vehicle created a risk of harm to the particular plaintiff involved.

In *Kahn*, the court stated that "the manufacturer has no obligation to so design his automobile that it will be safe for a child to ride his bicycle into it while the car is parked." This is a familiar misconception of the issue. The duty, once found to exist, is not to make the vehicle foolproof but to use reasonable care to make it reasonably safe and to refrain from creating unreasonable risks of harm. Furthermore, the court's finding as a matter of law that the type of harm which plaintiff suffered could not be foreseen seems questionable. As Professor Noel has observed in criticizing the decision: "It would seem . . . that the parking of a car near bicycle riders is to be expected, and that the foreseeability of harm from needlessly sharp fins should be an issue for the jury."

The opinion in *Hatch* based its conclusion of foreseeability on similarly dubious grounds. The court resorted to a *reductio ad absurdum* by declaring that a finding for the plaintiff would mean that in every case where a pedestrian struck even a functional part of a parked vehicle, the issue of negligent design would become a question of fact. "In effect the triers of fact would be the arbiters of the design of automobiles, and the standard of design would be determined not when the automobile was manufactured but after the occurrence of an accident." If reasonable men might differ on whether a design feature creates an unreasonable risk of harm, the jury's proper and traditional function is to be the "arbiters of the design of automobiles." Moreover, legal standards are always set by courts after the occurrence of an accident on the basis of how a reasonable man in defendant's position should have acted at the time the conduct in question occurred.

By blurring the distinction between a nonfunctional hood ornament and functional parts such as headlights, the court fails even to permit itself to rule that as a matter of law no reasonable auto manufacturer

---

*Id.* at 679.

*See text accompanying note 74 *supra*.

*Noel, Recent Trends in Manufacturers' Negligence as to Design, Instructions or Warnings, 19 Sw. L.J. 43, 53* (1965).

*163 Cal. App. 2d at 397-98, 329 P.2d at 608.

*The court's distaste at allowing auto design to be questioned is reminiscent of the attitude of the court in *Dillingham v. Chevrolet Motor Co.*, 17 F. Supp. 615, 618 (W.D. Okla, 1936), quoted in text accompanying note 59 *supra*.
might foresee that a sharp protrusion from the hood of a parked vehicle might be struck by a non-negligent child and cause injury. The nonfunctional nature of the protrusion supports a finding that the manufacturer created an unreasonable risk.\textsuperscript{100}

\textbf{D. Duty to Warn}

The manufacturer's duty to warn extends to product defects, whether negligently or unavoidably caused, and to potential dangers which may result from the ordinary use of the product.\textsuperscript{101} The use of this theory presupposes the existence of a defect, danger or deficiency. Therefore, those cases in which the courts have reached the duty-to-warn issue are noticeably free of the confusion and uncertainty which characterize decisions dealing with the question of unsafe design.\textsuperscript{102}

An adequate warning will satisfy the manufacturer's duty to warn and relieve him of liability for the defect or deficiency unless a foreseeable intervening act, like the negligence of a third person, nullifies the warning.\textsuperscript{103} Moreover, willful and conscious disregard of the manufacturer's warning by a third person will supersede the manufacturer's liability for design.\textsuperscript{104}

\textbf{E. Abnormal Use}

If a product is used in an abnormal, unintended way, and such use harms the plaintiff, the manufacturer will not be liable under any

\textsuperscript{100} An argument might be made that an owner who parks his car so that a nonfunctional part of it protrudes into a public way has created a public nuisance. See Prosser, \textit{Private Action for Public Nuisance}, 52 Va. L. Rev. 997 (1966); Smith, \textit{Private Action for Obstruction to Public Right of Passage}, 15 Colum. L. Rev. 1 (1915).


\textsuperscript{102} The duty-to-warn theory has been useful to plaintiffs in design cases involving vehicles manufactured outside the United States by corporations not subject to the jurisdiction of the court. In one case, recovery was allowed against a dealer for failing to discover and warn of a design deficiency in a Volkswagen. Because of the shape of certain component parts of the door latch, the doors of some vehicles of the model in question could be pulled or pushed open without touching the door latch. The court held that the dealer had breached his duty to make a reasonable inspection of the cars he received and to warn purchasers of any defects he might find. McKinney v. Frodsham, 57 Wash. 2d 126, 356 P.2d 100 (1960). A second case involved an English Ford with a construction defect (a crack in the gas tank) and an unsafe design feature (a gas tank in the trunk with no holes in the bottom of the trunk through which accumulated gasoline and gasoline vapors might escape). The court found that the distributor, the American Ford Co., could not have discovered the crack with a reasonable inspection but was negligent in not warning of the unsafe design, "of which danger it should have been aware from its long experience in the design and manufacture of automobiles." Blitzstein v. Ford Motor Co., 288 F.2d 738, 744 (5th Cir. 1961).


\textsuperscript{104} Ford Motor Co. v. Wagoner, 183 Tenn. 392, 192 S.W.2d 840 (1946).
theory. However, the manufacturer may still be liable for harm resulting from unintended uses which are not so abnormal that they are not foreseeable. The negligent use of a product may be abnormal and unintended, but if it is foreseeable, the manufacturer should still be liable.

Two recent auto design cases have placed a questionable gloss upon these propositions. In Muncy v. General Motors Corporation the driver of a car manufactured by the defendant violated the law by allowing the car to stand unattended without stopping the engine or setting the brakes. The court held that the driver was not using the car in the manner and for the purpose for which it had been intended and that the defendant neither designed the vehicle for unlawful use nor should have foreseen such use. Therefore, the defendant was not liable for allegedly unsafe design in constructing an ignition system in which the key could be removed without turning off the motor and taking the auto out of gear. However, it is well settled that intervening negligent or criminal acts of third persons, if foreseeable, do not supersede the defendant's negligence. It seems strained to hold as a matter of law that the manufacturer could not foresee that the driver might unintentionally violate the motor vehicle laws.

In Evans v. General Motors Corporation the court held that the manufacturer had no duty to design for protection against second collisions. "The intended purpose of an automobile does not include its participation in collisions with other objects, despite the manufacturer's ability to foresee the possibility that such collisions may occur." Yet "intended use and purpose" as a test to limit the manufacturer's liability applies only to the conscious utilization of the product by its operator. This distinction between such use and unplanned incidents is not difficult to conceptualize. The person who uses his car to knock over shrubbery in his back yard or to ford streams has gone beyond the purposes for which the vehicle was manufactured. But the driver who non-negligently loses control of his car while on the road and crashes into a tree has clearly not transcended the use and purposes for which the car was produced.

---

106 RESTATEMENT (SECOND) OF TORTS § 395, comment j (1965).
110 359 F.2d 822 (7th Cir.), cert. denied, 385 U.S. 873 (1966), discussed in text accompanying notes 67-77 supra.
111 Id. at 825. See also Willis v. Chrysler Corp., 264 F. Supp. 1010 (S.D. Tex. 1967).
112 The Evans court uses this example. 359 F.2d at 825.
The abnormal use test should not be used to preclude manufacturers' liability in the latter case.

F. Some Unexpressed Reasons for the Decisions

The apparent reluctance of the courts to impose liability for unsafe design has been explained as follows by an eminent authority:

This hesitation results partly from a reluctance to let a jury pass on a product prepared by experts in the field, and partly from a realization that a judgment for a particular plaintiff may open the door to many additional claims and suits. Occasionally there has been apprehension that a judgment for the plaintiff will necessitate extensive remodeling, or perhaps even removal from the market of some much-used and widely advertised product, with serious consequences to both the manufacturer and his employees.\(^ {113}\)

Such reasons, if they underlie the tendency of courts to find for the defendants in automobile design cases, are patently unsound. First of all, there is nothing novel in requiring a judge or jury to pass judgment upon the standard of care exercised by an expert in making a decision. The conduct of experts in fields other than product design is routinely subject to judicial scrutiny.\(^ {114}\) Perhaps the courts are willing to affix responsibility to individual experts, but have difficulty when the expert decision is hallowed by a brand name and a corporate shield. The mere technical nature of an issue does not justify its exemption from the public judgment expressed by the judicial process. In areas such as medical malpractice, juries often must resolve questions of a complicated nature. In fact, the issues arising in auto design cases are often well within the grasp of laymen.

The "flood of litigation" argument is well countered by Prosser's submission that "It is the business of the law to remedy wrongs that deserve it, even at the expense of a 'flood of litigation,' and it is a pitiful confession of incompetence on the part of any court of justice to deny relief on such grounds."\(^ {115}\) In the auto design cases, the "flood of litigation" argument presupposes that a defendant's conduct has been found to be substandard in at least one suit. Even if that defendant's conduct was substandard, however, each new plaintiff must prove that the conduct caused the harm; the defendant has in each case the defenses of contributory fault, assumption of the risk and abnormal use. These burdens act as barriers to liability which must be surmounted in each individual suit. Finally, if the threat of multiple litigation when a design feature

\(^ {113}\) Noel, Manufacturers' Negligence of Design or Directions for Use of a Product, 71 YALE L.J. 816 (1962).


has been mass-produced in effect insulates the feature from a judicial determination that it is unsafe, it would logically follow that the design of an article produced in limited numbers but embodying the same risk of harm could be pronounced unsafe by a court.

The contention that the economic burden imposed upon a manufacturer by a finding that his product is unsafe might be so great as to require immunity from liability is related to the "flood of litigation" argument. Again, the implication is that the greater the risk created, the more desirable the immunity; or, if you're going to be negligent, do it on a grand scale. The automobile industry has disclosed that from 1959 to 1966 some 8,700,225 cars were recalled because of defects. The call backs included 1.5 million Chevrolets containing throttles designed so that they would stick under certain weather conditions. The economic burden which this practice entailed did not deter the manufacturers from assuming responsibility for the defects and design deficiencies. It should not deter the courts from making a similar public judgment when equally grave risks have been created and actual harm has resulted.

IV

SOME PRACTICAL PROBLEMS

One practical limitation of the damage suit as a means of securing a public judgment on automobile design is the private nature of the remedy. Only the individual who has been injured may initiate the suit. Even if the harm suffered was caused by an arguably unsafe design feature, there is no certainty that the injured party will seek money damages from the manufacturer. There are several possible reasons for this. The individual or his family may not need monetary compensation. They may not wish to relive in the courtroom the traumatic experience of the accident. More significantly, they may not suspect that they might have a cause of action.

Failure to consider the possibility of a design suit may result in the loss of evidence when the damaged automobile is repaired or "junked" after the accident; the injured party then loses forever the evidence which is the sine qua non of an automobile products liability suit. Attorneys


\[117\] Id., April 5, 1966, at 1, col. 2.

\[118\] On the manufacturer's legal duty to warn see 1 Frumer & Friedman § 8.

\[119\] See, e.g., Nader, Unsafe Auto Design Liability: The Quest for Evidence, in 1965 Personal Injury Annual 640, 644-45 (Frumer & Friedman eds.).

\[120\] On the difficulty of establishing negligent design without the vehicle as evidence see Jastrzembski v. General Motors Corp., 100 F. Supp. 465 (E.D. Pa. 1951); Nader, supra note 119.
who handle personal injury suits are often consulted by accident victims or their families soon enough to preserve evidence which might link unsafe design with the accident or injury. Yet, until recently, even tort specialists have paid little attention to the potential damage remedy against the automobile manufacturer for unsafe design.\textsuperscript{121}

While injured individuals may be unaware of their potential legal remedy, this explanation seems hardly applicable to insurance companies who have failed to attempt to procure indemnity or contribution against auto manufacturers when injury, death or property damage allegedly results from the unsafe design of motor vehicles.\textsuperscript{122} There may be several reasons for this omission. The insurance industry might hesitate to attack another industry in fear of reprisals directed at its own questionable practices.\textsuperscript{123} If provoked, the automobile industry might conceivably compete in the liability insurance field; it also has available as leverage its position as a consumer of insurance.

Whether the reluctance of the courts to enunciate doctrines favorable to recovery is a cause or effect of the paucity of design suits is not clear. Given the uncertain chance of recovery, however, one factor which has surely inhibited plaintiffs' lawyers is the cost of litigation. It is well settled that in the United States plaintiffs cannot recover costs as an element of damages.\textsuperscript{124} Therefore, unless the plaintiff himself wishes to underwrite the expenses of preparation and trial, the attorney who decides to pursue


Perhaps legal education should bear some of the blame for this delay. Academicians in the tort field have focused their energies upon the problem of the allocation of auto accident costs. For reference to the literature see Gregory & Kalven, Cases on Torts 689-786 (1959); W. Prosser, Handbook of the Law of Torts § 86 (3d ed. 1964). Little attention has been paid to the use of manufacturer's liability as a means of preventing or minimizing auto accidents and injuries. See o'connell, Taming the Automobile, 58 Nw. U.L. Rev. 299 (1963). See also O'Connell & Myers, Safety Last: An Indictment of the Auto Industry (1966).

\textsuperscript{122} A recently filed case in a federal court in Montana illustrates the potential of the third party claim. In Eccleston v. United States, Civil No. 1222 (D. Mont. 1966), the plaintiff sued the government under the Federal Tort Claims Act for injuries sustained when the front end of the car in which she was riding caught on a cattleguard in a road maintained by the government. The government filed a third party complaint against General Motors alleging that the front end of the vehicle had been negligently designed.


\textsuperscript{124} McCormick, Damages § 61 (1935).
a claim based upon unsafe design must bear the costs and gamble upon reimbursement from a money judgment in the plaintiff's favor.\textsuperscript{128}

The cost of litigation stems from two principal elements of a design case. First, what actually happened. Physical evidence, \textit{i.e.}, the vehicle, must be preserved and the accident reconstructed. In the second collision cases, the plaintiff must procure medical testimony linking his injuries with the allegedly unsafe design feature. Second, one must establish that the design feature was unsafe. To establish this point, plaintiff must produce expert testimony and utilize available discovery procedures.\textsuperscript{129} Clearly, the costs of such proof would be high.

The plaintiff's task in establishing that a design feature caused the accident or injuries is made more difficult not only by high costs but also by deficiencies in accident reporting.\textsuperscript{127} State laws reflect considerable variety in requiring written accident reports. Recent compilations reveal that seven states and the District of Columbia require no accident reports for purposes of investigation and prevention.\textsuperscript{128} Of those states which

\begin{itemize}
  \item The plaintiff may be able to bring an action against a solvent defendant other than the manufacturer in the second collision cases where the accident was caused by the other's negligence. In this situation the plaintiff's counsel will have no incentive to gamble on the uncertainties of a design suit.
  \item A memorandum opinion in a recent Corvair case describes the extensive proof which auto design cases may require:

\begin{itemize}
  \item In the trial of this case the Court heard testimony from 41 witnesses.
  \item Most of the witnesses testified in person, but the testimony of a number of officers and employees of General Motors was presented by way of deposition. Approximately 240 exhibits were received in evidence. These exhibits included diagrams and charts illustrating the testimony of witnesses, photographs, maps, and models of rear-end suspensions of a 1960 Corvair automobile, a Volkswagen automobile, a Fiat automobile, a Renault automobile, a Chevy II automobile, and a 1965 Corvair automobile. Most of the witnesses who testified fall into the category of expert witnesses. These included engineers, racing car champion drivers, former and current officers from the California Highway Patrol, the editor of an automotive magazine, engineering and automotive consultants, and university professors of engineering. In addition, the Court saw many films of tests conducted by both sides demonstrating the handling characteristics of other automobiles, including the Falcon, various models of the Chevrolet automobile and the Volkswagen automobile. . . . Some of the circumstantial evidence pertaining to the accident consists of photographs of the road and the two cars involved . . . and a 20-feet [sic] model of the road in question. The presentation of the case required a total of 63 trial days.
  \end{itemize}

\begin{itemize}
  \item Drummond v. General Motors Corp., CCH PRODS. LIAB. REP. \textsuperscript{\$} 5611, at 7100 (Super. Ct., Los Angeles County, Cal. 1966).
  \end{itemize}

\footnotesize \textsuperscript{127} "Most state law enforcement agencies do a commendable job in the preparation of accident reports. . . . Local police forces, often lacking training and experience, occasionally leave much to be desired in their reports." White, \textit{The Role of Science in Motor Vehicle Accident Reconstruction}, in \textit{TRAUMA AND THE AUTOMOBILE} 306, 310 (Curtin & Chayet eds. 1966). See also Haddon, \textit{A Note Concerning Accident Theory and Research with Special Reference to Motor Vehicle Accidents}, in id. 437, 445-46.

\footnotesize \textsuperscript{128} \textbf{2 NATIONAL COMM. ON UNIFORM TRAFFIC LAWS AND ORDINANCES, TRAFFIC LAWS}
require accident reports geared to investigation and prevention, eight do not specify by statute what information should be included on accident report forms. Those laws which do specify what accident reports should contain are general, requiring information as to "cause" and "condition" with no further directives requiring specific information concerning possible causative factors. Thus it is not surprising that accident reports have traditionally stressed the human element in accident causation.

The need for competent expert engineering witnesses may produce a complication more serious than the expense of securing such testimony. Employees of the auto companies will naturally not appear in court on behalf of injured plaintiffs in design suits. The nature of the industry is such that few automotive engineers can find employment outside its confines. A plaintiff's principal source of witnesses is therefore the academic community. The industry practice of making research grants to the few universities already involved in auto safety studies may inhibit even these potential witnesses.

The availability to plaintiffs of various evidence-procuring procedural devices in state and federal courts may affect both the decision to sue and the outcome in design cases. Of course, these factors may not be dispositive. For example, the record of the trial in one case shows that plaintiff had no recourse to discovery procedures and had to establish her case on the basis of expert testimony and physical evidence. On the other hand, the record in Muncy v. General Motors Corporation is filled with depositions and admissions by the parties, as well as several references to patents. In both cases plaintiffs won jury verdicts.

A final factor which can have an adverse effect on the presentation of the plaintiff's case is the use of the tactics of delay and obstruction by the defendant manufacturer. Such tactics add to the expenses of suit.

---

120 Id.
122 For a case where a verdict was set aside because of the inadequacy of the testimony of plaintiff's expert see Cantos v. General Motors Corp., CCH PRODS. LIAB. REP. ¶ 5656 (Super. Ct., Los Angeles County, Cal., Nov. 14, 1966).
and may discourage attorneys from taking design cases. They also com-
plicate attempts to procure evidence through discovery procedures.

Two recent cases demonstrate both the use of these tactics and the capabil-
ity of the courts to react to them. In Shepard v. General Motors
Corporation,\textsuperscript{137} a design suit was brought to recover for brain injuries
suffered by a child who was struck in the head by the hood ornament of a 1955
Chevrolet. In granting the plaintiff's motion for a default judg-
ment\textsuperscript{138} the court characterized the conduct of the defendant as "a decep-
tion of this Court," and stated: "The dilatory and contumacious conduct
of the defendant has disrupted the orderly administration of justice
and has impeded and frustrated the plaintiffs in the investigation and
presentation of their cases."\textsuperscript{139}

On the other hand, in People ex rel. General Motors Corporation v. Bua,\textsuperscript{140} the Illinois supreme court granted writs of mandamus and prohi-
bition against a trial judge who had entered a default judgment against
General Motors in a Corvair case on the ground that the defendant had
wilfully refused to comply with discovery orders. The court held that the
orders were too broad and encompassed the production of documents
which should not have been included without a preliminary showing of
materiality and relevance. The court added that the sanction imposed by
the trial judge was also too broad. He should have stricken only those
pleadings relating to the information withheld,—e.g., the unreasonable
dangers allegedly created by the design of the vehicle—and left un-
touched the defendant's pleadings concerning the plaintiff's contributory
negligence and damages.

The imbalance between plaintiffs and defendants in auto design suits
is further exacerbated by the fact that specialists who represent plaintiffs
in personal injury cases tend to practice alone or in small firms. Thus, they
are less able to bear the costs of litigation than are large law offices.\textsuperscript{141}

\textsuperscript{137} Nos. 2461, 2462 (D.N.H., Feb. 3, 1967).
\textsuperscript{138} It should be noted that submission to default judgments in cases where the de-
fendant's liability may be clear prevents appellate courts from rendering decisions on the
merits which might enunciate doctrines favorable to the imposition of liability in design
cases.
\textsuperscript{139} Nos. 2461, 2462 (D.N.H., Feb. 3, 1967).
\textsuperscript{140} 226 N.E.2d 6 (1967).
\textsuperscript{141} For a general discussion of the advantages of large law firms see Joost, Consolida-
tion of Law Offices, 53 A.B.A.J. 429 (1967). The imaginative approach taken by a group
of plaintiffs' attorneys in the litigation involving the MER/29 drug might have been worth
following in the auto design cases. Some 175 lawyers representing 400-500 persons claiming
injuries from the drug pooled their resources and formed a united front in their suits
against the drug company. See M. Mintz, THE THERAPEUTIC NIGHTMARE 246 (1965). This
strategy enabled the plaintiffs and their attorneys to share costs and utilize the best
talents available during the litigation. The results so far have been spectacular. Verdicts of
\$675,000, \$117,000, and \$1.2 million were reported in 8 A.T.L.A. News Letter 135 (1966),
and 9 id. at 364 (1966).
THE TRAFFIC AND MOTOR VEHICLE SAFETY ACT

The interrelationship between a legislative-administrative policy on a particular hazard pattern and the judicial resolution of private conflicts has long been established. Aviation accident litigation illustrates the importance of access to and utilization of Civil Aeronautics Board investigative findings in private actions for injury and death. In other areas the factual determinations of administrative agencies can play a key role in actions against private or government defendants. Until the enactment of the National Traffic and Motor Vehicle Safety Act of 1966, a plaintiff's burden of proving unsafe motor vehicle design was not lightened by public activities pursuant to a statutory-administrative framework. The provisions of the new act, as administered by the National Traffic Safety Agency, should have direct relevance not only to the future direction of design liability cases but to the continued bringing of such suits as well.

In passing the act without a single dissenting vote, Congress has articulated a clear public policy on motor vehicle design safety. The specific provisions of the act represent obligations by the automobile industry to the public. The government is pledged to secure these obligations by a number of mechanisms contained in the act.

The standards may have two important impacts upon the judicial process. First, while compliance with the standards will not be dispositive of the

142 See 2 L. KREINDLER, AVIATION ACCIDENT LAW ch. 22 (1963).
144 On the inadequacy of state regulation of automobile design and equipment performance, see Brenner, Legal Requirements for the Equipment and Design of Private Motor Vehicles: State Action and National Problems, 23 Geo. Wash. L. Rev. 429 (1955). Research has disclosed no instance of the enforcement of state criminal or administrative sanctions against an automobile manufacturer or dealer for violating laws or regulations pertaining to vehicle design. In 1964, however, the Kentucky Senate passed a resolution requesting the industry to design safer cars. Ky. Senate Res. 26, Mar. 12, 1964, quoted in 1965 TRAFFIC LAWS ANNUAL 477-78.
question of common law liability, \(^{147}\) violation of the standards will be strong evidence of failure to use due care, if not negligence per se. \(^{148}\) In addition, the standards will emphasize areas in which manufacturers should assume responsibility for the consequences of their designs. \(^{149}\) The statute in effect established four categories of motor vehicle safety for which standards are to be issued: (1) engineering design which reduces the risk of accidents; (2) engineering design which reduces the risk of injury when accidents occur; (3) engineering design which provides greater tolerance for pedestrians on impact; and (4) engineering design which protects persons from injury while the vehicle is not in operation. \(^{150}\) The reluctance of the courts to recognize these safety values should vanish, now that they are embodied in statute and regulation.

The second mechanism is a federal commitment to accident-injury investigations. \(^{151}\) These projects will involve cooperation with state agencies. It is expected that the federal government will directly fund a number of intensive pilot investigation projects and assist the improvement of state investigative facilities. The consequences of this fact finding effort should be substantial, though not immediate, because of the time required to establish the systems.

Comprehensive accident-injury investigation and data collection can revolutionize the factual input of design liability cases. With relatively simple accident-injury report forms on computer tape, it will be possible to construct car-hazard indices which measure the accident and injury proneness of the various vehicle designs against equivalent average drivers and road environs. Another technique which can define certain patterns consists of taking the registration data in a number of states to determine whether the "junking" rate of specific vehicle models is unusually high. \(^{152}\)

Because of the obvious commercial significance which accident-injury investigation data are bound to have, it is important to note that section 106 of the Highway Safety Act, a companion statute dealing with high-

---


\(^{149}\)This idea has hitherto found little sympathy from judges. See Part III supra.


\(^{152}\)This technique is suggested in a study by Suspensions International Corp. on Handling Problems of Rear Engine Cars with Swing Axle Suspensions, in Hearings on the Federal Role in Traffic Safety Before the Subcomm. on Executive Reorganization of the Senate Comm. on Government Operations, 89th Cong., 2d Sess., pt. 4, at 1473, 1488 (1966).
way safety programs, requires that all facts contained in any federal report (or federally contracted report) relating to traffic accidents shall be available for use "in any civil, criminal, or other judicial proceeding arising out of such accident," and "any such officer, employee, or agent may be required to testify in such proceedings as to the facts developed in such investigation." The one restriction is that any reports so made public shall not identify individuals, a provision designed to minimize the inhibitory effect on volunteering information.

The third mechanism is the requirement that the manufacturer give warning of defects to the first purchaser of the vehicle (for purposes other than resale), and the discretionary authority given the Secretary of Transportation to require the manufacturer to provide the first purchaser with information dealing with performance and safety. These provisions can both facilitate recoveries for plaintiffs and furnish defendants with defenses. Clearly, notification of defects creates a public record of those automobile models which are defective. It also provides a basis for further inquiry to decide (a) whether defects were discovered promptly enough, (b) whether the nature of the hazard was made sufficiently clear in the company's communication to the consumer, (c) whether the owner was contributorily negligent through his failure to return or delay in returning the vehicle for correction, and (d) whether the dealer actually made the correction. Disclosure about model performance and safety would permit consumer differentiation among models, provided that all manufacturers do not consciously choose to adhere only to minimum government standards. Moreover, recovery in a design liability case is more likely when design standards already applicable to the industry can be deployed against the allegedly unsafe vehicle.

The fourth mechanism is the charge to the Secretary of Transportation to "conduct research, testing, development and training necessary to carry out the purposes of this title." Among the specific functions here is that based on the crucial directive to procure "experimental and other motor vehicles or motor vehicle equipment for research and testing purposes." Such research should provide nonindustry indications of feasible safety devices and greater popular expectation of engineering safety innovation. In addition, plaintiffs in design liability suits will be

---

153 Id.
155 Id. § 112(d), (Supp. 1966).
able to draw upon a pool of expertise outside the auto industry. Thus the litigating forces may reach a more equitable balance.

The new auto safety legislation may also have an impact on competition between companies. The highly concentrated domestic automobile industry has displayed a decreased interest in product competition and a growing emphasis on product identification, both predictable characteristics of oligopoly. Thus, the tremendous importance given to choosing the proper name for a new model and the heavy advertising focus on a car's image illustrate the industry's attempt to relate brand loyalty to values closely associated with emotional needs and quite distant from the functional attributes of the vehicle.

This narrowing of product competition was described by George Romney, then President of American Motors, in his testimony before the Kefauver Subcommittee in 1958. He cited General Motors' introduction of the wraparound windshield as an example of a style change with no functional improvement which the rest of the industry was forced to follow because of General Motors' dominant position in the market.

The auto safety law unequivocally reflects a Congressional intent that competition should continue to serve as a viable spur for greater product safety. Section 116 states that "nothing contained herein shall be deemed to exempt from the antitrust laws of the United States any conduct that would otherwise be unlawful under such laws, or to prohibit under the antitrust laws of the United States any conduct that would be lawful under such laws." However, the act as a whole will probably re-

---

159 See E. Kefauver, IN A FEW HANDS: MONOPOLY POWER IN AMERICA ch. 2 (1965).
161 Hearings on Administered Prices, Automobiles, Before the Subcomm. on Antitrust and Monopoly of the Senate Comm. on Judiciary, 85th Cong., 2d Sess., pt. 6, at 2879 (1958). See also E. Kefauver, supra note 159. at 101.
suit in a much closer interaction, in terms of exchange of information, strategy and unity of position, within the domestic auto industry. Thus, the statute gives rise to contending forces which are likely to require regulatory clarification, if not antitrust action.

VI

ROLE OF THE COURTS

Any assessment of the role of the judicial process as a public mechanism to control automobile design must initially confront the question whether damage suits have had and can have any effect upon the private decisions which result in the American motor vehicle. There is simply no data available from the manufacturers from which to ascertain the financial impact which design suits have made on the industry. While a number of verdicts and settlements have been publicized, the total amount of money which has changed hands as a result of unsafe design claims remains unrecorded. The cost incurred by the industry in defending these suits has not been revealed. The degree to which the manufacturers' economic loss has been shifted by the use of products liability insurance is also unknown. Thus a lack of data impedes a precise calculation of the economic impact of products liability suits on the manufacturers.

Design suits also affect the manufacturers through the publicity afforded the suits. The naming of brand names by the communication media has stimulated public awareness of both the results of design cases and the mere filing of actions alleging unsafe design. The Corvair

104 See notes 3-4 supra.
105 For example, a recent article by a personal injury attorney states that more than 150 design cases have been filed against General Motors as a result of accidents allegedly caused by a deficiency in the frontend main cross member of the 1961 Pontiac Tempest. Philo, Automobile Products Liability Litigation, 4 Duquesne L. Rev. 181 (1965-66). Research has failed to uncover whether any of these suits has reached disposition.
106 One report on the Corvair litigation states that "it is estimated that the legal sparring which is going on is costing GM at least $10,000 a day." Cars on Trial, 215 The Economist 1281 (1965).
107 An arresting insight has been provided by counsel for plaintiff in Dumas v. Chevrolet Div. of General Motors Corp., CCH Prods. Liab. Rep. § 5570 (24th Jud. Dist. Ct., Jefferson Parish, La. 1965): "Royal Globe was the insurer of General Motors at the time, and after the case was over and they paid us off we found out that Royal Globe did not actually insure General Motors, but just picked up the cost of the defense. We were really paid off by General Motors and... while Royal Globe was General Product Liability insurer of General Motors, ... they refused to insure the Corvair particularly, and that they excluded them from coverage. I would expect the reason for this exclusion might be discoverable." Transcript, Greater New Orleans Trial Lawyers' Ass'n Product Liability Law Seminar, New Orleans, La., Apr. 2, 1966, at 133.
108 This is a relatively recent phenomenon. The crucial breakthrough was accomplished in Ridgeway, Car Design and Public Safety, New Republic, Sept. 19, 1964, at 9, which mentioned the Corvair by name.
litigation is a case in point. The controversy over the vehicle's allegedly defective suspension system has received widespread publicity, sales of the model have decreased considerably, and "there have been persistent rumors—persistently denied—that the car is to be phased out. General Motors has not ignored the publicity factor. The company has made available to owners a bumper sticker which reads "I love my Corvair." And after a verdict in General Motors' favor, the company widely distributed a press release celebrating the victory and including a specially printed copy of the trial judge's memorandum opinion.

It is arguable that publicity from auto design litigation played some role in the passage of the National Traffic and Motor Vehicle Safety Act. Concern over the suits may well have contributed to the creation of the sense of urgency which propelled this legislation through Congress. In addition, greater public awareness of design litigation heightens the possibility that potentially actionable design suits will be pursued, thus increasing the prophylactic efficacy of product liability suits.

From the foregoing, one may conclude that damage suits have created some pressure for the safer design of motor vehicles. While the extent of this pressure cannot be measured with certainty, the damage suit emerges as one facet of a complex of interacting forces bearing upon the private design decisions of the automobile industry.

We have already discussed the ways in which the new federal statute may affect the disposition of automobile design suits. The basic question remains, however, whether the act leaves the judicial process any opportunity for creative participation in the rendering of public judgments on auto design. The courts will face the design problem in three different

---

170 Brayman, Safety Issue Puts Brake on Sales of New Cars, National Observer, Apr. 16, 1966, at 8, col. 3; Detroit News, May 22, 1966, at 10B, col. 7 ("GM President James M. Roche said he thought the lawsuits challenging the safety of the Chevrolet Corvair were at least partly responsible in the 50 per cent drop in sales of that car this year.").
171 N.Y. Times, Apr. 6, 1966, at 1, col. 8 (late city ed.).
172 On the other hand, a Denver Corvair owner, apparently unmindful of the legal implications of the doctrine of assumption of risk, printed and displayed on his car a sticker reading "Unsafe at Any Speed."
173 The case was Drummond v. General Motors Corp., CCH PRODS. LIIAB. REP. § 5611 (Super. Ct., Los Angeles County Cal. 1966). Lest anyone doubt the wisdom of this tactic, newspaper articles reporting the case and obviously written from the press release were reprinted in the Congressional Record shortly thereafter, 112 Cong. Rec. A 4275 (daily ed. Aug. 12, 1966); 112 id. A 4572 (daily ed. Aug. 29, 1966).
175 See text accompanying note 119 supra.
176 See Part V supra.
settings: (1) when the standards set by the agency are not met; (2) when the standards set by the agency are arguably inadequate; (3) when there are no standards applicable to the case at bar. The third instance may involve vehicles manufactured before the act was passed, or vehicles which were produced after the promulgation of standards but which may have unsafe design features not covered by the standards. In each situation, the court must consider whether it can properly formulate a judgment on the design feature alleged to be unsafe.

When the manufacturer fails to meet a federal standard and this failure causes harm, there is little doubt that the court will deem the issue of unsafe design appropriate for adjudication. Failure to comply with the standards would then be evidence of negligence, or perhaps even constitute negligence per se.

Where the plaintiff alleges that a federal standard is inadequate and that the manufacturer should be held to a higher standard of care, it is well settled that compliance is evidence of due care, but that the plaintiff will be allowed to introduce evidence to show that the defendant should have taken additional precautions.

Significantly, section 108(c) of the statute provides that “compliance with any Federal motor vehicle safety standard issued under this title does not exempt any person from any liability under common law.” The report of the House Interstate and Commerce Committee spelled out in unequivocal terms the legislative intent:

It is intended, and this subsection specifically establishes, that compliance with safety standards is not to be a defense or otherwise to affect the rights of parties under common law particularly those relating to warranty, contract, and tort liability. It follows that noncompliance even though exempt under paragraph (2) of subsection (b) of this section will not excuse any person from otherwise applicable legal liability.

The report of the Senate Committee on Commerce states that “the Federal minimum safety standards need not be interpreted as restricting

177 It has been suggested that the act may give rise to a federal right of action for damages. Thus, the federal courts would have jurisdiction over the suit, and the state courts would be compelled to enforce this federally created right. Note, 80 HARV. L. REV. 688, 693 n.29 (1967).
178 See authorities cited note 148 supra.
State common law standards of care. Compliance with such standards would thus not necessarily shield any person from product liability at common law.\textsuperscript{183}

Since Congress has spelled out such a clear intent not to exclude the state courts from establishing standards more rigorous than those set pursuant to the statute, it must follow that the courts are free to determine what constitutes due care with respect to design features not covered by federal standards.\textsuperscript{183} At this early stage of standard-setting, the absence of standards applicable to particular features of new cars would surely not imply a decision by the agency that no standards are needed.\textsuperscript{184}

The argument has been made that standard-setting by an administrative agency is preferable to case-by-case judgments by the courts because the agency is better able to reflect the engineering complexities inherent in safety design problems and to give consistency and uniformity to the public regulation of vehicle design.\textsuperscript{185} If this means that the courts should be bound by the norms, or the absence of norms, promulgated by the agency, the contention is inconsistent with the express directive of section 108(c) of the federal act.

While there is much to be said for consistency and uniformity, achieving these ends by making the agency the sole and ultimate arbiter of design standards ignores the political aspect of design decisions. When the standard-setting function is centered exclusively in a single agency, that agency becomes the sole target for outside pressures. There is only one battle to be won. The considerable power of the automobile industry, brought to bear on the agency, will inevitably affect the standard-setting process.\textsuperscript{186} Therefore, a decentralization of the decision-making function allows the creation of countervailing pressures which can support or prod the agency.\textsuperscript{187} This is perhaps what Congress intended to be the thrust of section 108(c).

\textsuperscript{183} Section 108(b)(1) directs the Secretary to study the safety standards of used vehicles and to recommend additional legislation to cover these cars. 80 Stat. 718, 722 (1966), 15 U.S.C.A. 1397 (Supp. 1966). The act, itself seems to be an indication that Congress wants used cars maintained and upgraded from the standards existing when the cars were first purchased. This upgrading would utilize not only newly developed features, but features available at the time of sale (like seat belts, signal devices and better handling capabilities).
\textsuperscript{184} See Morris, supra note 148, at 160-62, reprinted in C. Morris, STUDIES IN THE LAW OF TORTS 204-06.
\textsuperscript{185} Note, 80 HARV. L. REV. 688, 692-93 (1967).
\textsuperscript{187} Such decentralization also provides for some measure of popular participation in the public judgment of design standards.
Judicial decisions on auto design might produce such uncertainty that the manufacturers would be forced to adopt high safety standards which required the sacrifice of other values, like economy and style. If the courts impose a duty on the manufacturers to take reasonable design precautions to avoid or lessen foreseeable harm, however, such an imbalance need not be the result. The courts are as well equipped as an administrative agency to weigh competing interests. In fact, the general formula for negligence always involves this type of balancing. Moreover, since Congress has specifically indicated that courts are to treat the federal standards as minimum standards, it may be that Congress intended to use uncertainty to spur the industry toward greater safety innovation, rather than permitting the manufacturers to discharge their obligations to the public by mere compliance with the administrative norms.

We have already urged that the technical nature of auto design suits should not exclude judicial consideration of the issues involved. The work of the agency should provide a greater understanding of accident and injury causation. Courts and agency can effectively interact; the agency can assist in supplying the factual input for design cases, the courts can furnish an independent judgment upon the standards or the lack of standards attributable to the agency, and the agency can then respond to the decisions of the courts.

Despite the current relevance of tort doctrine and technology to the resolution of design suits, the courts have thus far failed to grasp the opportunity to play a significant role in the evolution of public regulation of vehicle design. The initiative has been left to the legislature in spite of the capability of the judicial process to serve as a catalyst for legislative-administrative action. But the postman always rings twice. With section 108(c) Congress has issued an invitation for the courts to participate in the fashioning of design standards. The courts' reaction to this challenge can affect society's attempt to control the environmental hazards caused by automobile design.

188 See Note, 80 HARV. L. REV. 688, 693 (1967).
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191 See text accompanying note 180-82 supra.
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193 See Part V supra.